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died, he filled his copious diaries with long descriptions of
natural scenery and fauna. His letters to his wife are in
affectionate but very restrained phraseology, as if he were
severely disciplining himself to be reasonable. The
student must reflect on the cause of his paralysis. Was it a
premature exhaustion of the nervous system by an exces-
sively active life, perhaps connected with glandular abnor-
mality? Or had he contracted venereal disease in his
youth? His temperament was ardent and experimental.
If he had, an additional explanation of the collapse of his
married life and childlessness would be found. In his
biographies there is no suggestion that he had such a
disease.
After four years of helpless wandering he died at Geneva
on May 2gth, 1829. His brother John, who had become
a distinguished naval surgeon, was with him and wrote:
"Respecting the nature of the'complaint and the immediate
cause of the death of my dear brother I have nothing to
state that is at all satisfactory to myself." Davy had said
that there was to be no post mortem examination, so the
"exact kind and immediate eau'se of his death must ever
remain doubtful."
Davy died at the age of fifty-one years. In his methods
of work he was a brilliant opportunist and exploiter, like
the nineteenth-century industrialists that followed him and
of whom he was the premonitory intellectual shadow. He
was dependent on the suggestive originality of Beddoes and
the inventive originality of Volta, for he could not work in
intellectual fields not close to immediate interests. He
exploited fields that others had made promising by thought
or invention with immense energy and brilliance. He was
temperamentally related to the capitalists, and in the latter
part of his life tried to capitalize his scientific eminence into
social rank, as his wife tried to secure social rank through
wealth accumulated by her Scottish father in Antigua. His
copious writings were florid and without talent, except
when their subject was science. Then sometimes the
rhetoric was filled with profound and new truth. Many of
Davy's descriptions of chemical phenomena still appear

